
VP4S Lider in new Europe

Croatia
Rijeka - Zagreb - Split - Zadar - Slavonski brod

Export I
Belgrade - Sarajevo - Banja Luka - Podgorica -
Ljubljana

Export II
Skopje - Tirana - Sofia - Buchurest - Budapest

Export III
in the near future Slovakia
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Surveillance

4 Solutions & 20 Systems

Safety
1. Fire and gas detection
2. Emergency lightning
3. Public address systems (PA/VA)
4. Smoke and heat extraction 

systems
5. Integration with security and 

building management (BMS) 
systems

1. Video analytics and AI
2. Thermal camera surveillance
3. Biometrics and 

electromechanical bariers
4. Intelligent traffic (ITS)
5. Electronic article surveillance 

(EAS)

2SecuritySmart (IoT) automation

1. Energy management
2. Building monitoring
3. Security& Safety
4. Doorlocking
5. Multimedia

1. Intrusion and robbery protection
2. Video surveillance
3. Video intercoms
4. Access control
5. Central station monitoring automation



R&D department - different software for 
different customers needs

› Many awards for 
software

› Developing of 
specialized software for 
security more then 25 
years



Supervision dan management via unique interface

Centralised receiving and management of alarm signals

People counting

Access control, identification, weighing and document print integration

Availability display and reservation of a parking lot

Entrance management and record

People and vehicle identification and access control

Access control on parking lots with limited access

Categorisation and identification of vehicles for parking payment

Ticket issuing and access management

Software's for centralization and 
integration of technical protection systems



Complete solution for waste reloading station  
identification - weight measurement - documentation



City parking and entry in controlled area 

Faster entry and more control using LPR 
• Instead of RFID cards using vehicle 

licence plates for identification of 
subscriber

• No need for entry ticket – paying on 
automatic cash register by entering 
licence plate number



Ticketing solution for different public places

museum, stadion, culture events
• Whole solution - from selling tickets 

to access control equipment

• Detail reports, web based



www.alarmautomatika.com

Thank you


